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   ABSTRACT 

This paper was devoted to find out if the College students’ weak performance in 

writing sentence combining is related to their English grammar teaching. The 

descriptive analytical method has been applied; using the case study on teachers 

represented three eastern universities inside Sudan.. The data of the study in 

question were gathered by the teachers’ questionnaire; statistical means and 

process (Frequency distribution of answers, percentages, and graphs) were used in 

the analysis of the collected data. According to the statistics, the outcomes of the 

responses in the teachers' questionnaire, have been proved that the EFL Sudanese 

learners of English at the three eastern universities has poor performance in writing, 

as a result, the following statements are considered problems: teaching of grammar 

for the sake of grammar itself rather than its application in writing. Teachers are not 

adequately aware of using sentence-combining principles when teaching grammar. 

Teachers do not use guided exercises to show students how to combine short 

sentences into larger ones. There is no relationship between teaching grammar, 

writing and sentence combining. Curriculum puts too much emphasis on 

grammatical texts without due attention for students’ practice. Students are not 

trained on methods of turning clauses and sentences into connected ones. 

Keywords: Sentence Combining, Grammar Instruction, Performance 

 
Introduction 

The standard of English is continuously deteriorating in schools and universities. There is no link at all 

between the teaching of grammar and the written work. In teaching undergraduates, the researcher has often 

found that even these students, who are preparing to be teachers; some do not show much concern for how 

to write combine sentences accurately. When they are asked to write an essay, for instance, the majority of 

them cannot express their ideas clearly, which results in poor writing. Students lack a good knowledge of 

writing skills because they did not learn language items communicatively. The paper aimed to encourage 

teachers to use sentence combining techniques, and draw their attention to use grammar instructions when 

teaching writing, because writing is a complex and challenging activity for many students. There is a 

relationship between teaching grammar, writing composition and sentence combining methods. Saddler and 

Graham (2004) ‘examined the effects of sentence combining practice on the writing and revising ability of 
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forty-three fourth grade students’, and found that it increased oral and written sentence-combining skills for 

the experimental group, as well as improved the quality of the revised stories for the group. 

The joining of sentences partially indicates linguistic maturity, the learner moves from the simple 

sentence to the more complex one.  

Literature Review 

An Antecedent of Grammar Teaching 

Hudson (1992) suggests two phases to the understanding and teaching of formal written grammar. 

According to Hudson, the first phase runs from 300 BC to 1957. This broad sweep of the history of grammars 

and grammar teaching has as its common strand the description of language and the subsequent prescription 

in ‘grammar textbooks’ in terms of how to write. The basic approach of these grammars is paradigmatic: that 

is, classes and categories of the language were defined and these were then taught as a means to write the 

language. In the Renaissance, the principle of a scientific classificatory approach to written language gave rise 

to grammar in the curriculum (the other disciplines were Rhetoric and Logic. Grammar was often taught in this 

period via exercises based on exemplary models of textual and sentence structure.  

The publication of Chomsky’s Syntactic Structures in 1957 marks the beginning of the second of these 

phases. Chomsky takes a structuralize approach, assuming that language can be described cross-sectional or at 

any one moment in history in terms of a coherent system of rules. Such an approach is part of the tradition of 

cognitive neuroscientific theories of language production in that it is interested in the structural relationships 

between words, phrases and clauses in sentences, rather than in classificatory categories or ‘parts of speech’. 

The quasi-mathematical formulae of Chomsky theory, with its distinction between langue and parole (between 

deep syntactic structures and surface manifestations in speech and in writing) gave rise to generative, 

transformational and later ‘universal’ grammars, Damasio, 2000; Pinker, (1995). These grammars operated 

from basic principles in the construction of meaning and were intended to be able to generate intelligible 

sentences. Such generative capacity involved a transformation from deep structural rules and formulae to the 

actual utterances of everyday speech and writing.  

Disillusion with traditional, that is to say, syntax-based and part of speech-based, grammar teaching 

required an alternative method of helping young people to write. This emerged in the 1960s in the form of 

‘sentence combining’, a generic term used to cover a range of practical methods for improving writing quality 

and accuracy.  

Researchers, linguists, educators had realized by the 1960s that the conventional approach to 

teaching syntax and the practice of ‘parsing’ (breaking down sentences into parts of speech in order to 

reconstruct them) was ineffective. Pointers toward sentence combining came from suggestions that studying 

formal grammar was less helpful than simply discussing grammatical constructions and usage in the context of 

writing (Harris, 1962); see also Calkins (1980); DiStefano and Killion, (1984) it has also been realized that 

systematic practice in combining and expanding sentences could increase pupils’ repertoire in syntactic 

structures, as well as improve the quality of their sentences, Hillocks and Smith, (1991).  

The key source for much sentence-combining practice is O’Hare (1973), the basic tenet of O’Hare’s 

work is that written English is a dialect which is distinct from spoken English and that instruction should be 

based on language-learning techniques. The combining operation can be seen as a way of facilitating greater 

expression of ideas in various forms. Its success can be evaluated in terms of the length and complexity of 

sentences in pupil writing.  

Basic to the practice of sentence combining, which can be defined as the manipulation of phrases and 

clauses to write more complex sentences, is that practice begins with a simple form, like a kernel or simple 

sentence. This kernel sentence is combined with another one and/or elements are embedded into it. 

Combining can be affected via conjunctions or semi-colons or via subordination. A list of typical sentence-

combining techniques would include the following:  

• compounding sentence elements  

• subordinating one clause to another  

• using appositives to connect ideas  
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• using participle phrases to connect ideas  

Sentence-combining techniques became widespread in the 1970s and still have currency in the USA. 

At the 2004 American Educational Research Association Conference, for example, one of the papers, Saddler 

and Graham, (2004) examined the effects of sentence-combining practice on the writing and revising ability of 

forty-three fourth grade students, and found that it increased oral and written sentence-combining skills for 

the experimental group, as well as improved the quality of the revised stories for the group.  

Teaching of Grammar 

It should be said at the start that such a conviction flies in the face of research evidence, Perera (1984: 

12) notes that: Since the beginning of the 20th century, a body of research has indicated that grammatical 

construction, unrelated to pupils’ other language work, does not lead to an improvement in the quality of their 

own writing or in their level of comprehension. Furthermore, the majority of children under about fourteen 

seem to become confused by grammatical labels and descriptions. It is obviously harmful for children to be 

made to feel that they ‘can’t do English’ because they cannot label, say, an auxiliary verb, when they are 

perfectly capable of using a wide range of auxiliary verbs accurately and appropriately. There is a brief 

summary of this research evidence in Wilkinson (1971: 32–35).  

Wilkinson (ibid: 32) notes that, although grammar is a useful descriptive and analytical tool, other 

claims made for it are nearly all without foundation. Studies in the twentieth century have suggested that the 

learning of formal and traditional grammar has no beneficial effect on children’s written work; Rice (1903), 

claimed that training in formal grammar does not improve pupils’ composition; Asker (1923), Macaulay (1947), 

and Robinson (1960), claimed that ability in grammar is more related to ability in some other subjects than in 

English composition; Boras (1917), Segal and Barr (1926) claimed that a knowledge of grammar is of no general 

help in correcting faulty usage; Benfe (1935) and Catherwood (1932), claimed that grammar is often taught to 

children who have not the maturity or intelligence to understand it. Macaulay (1947) and Symonds (1931), 

claimed that teaching grammar may actually hinder the development of children’s English, Macaulay (1947).   
A recent critical review of the empirical evidence on the teaching of grammar provides an overview of 

research studies in English-speaking countries, Wyse (2001: 422). This review concludes that ‘the teaching of 

grammar (using a range of models) has negligible positive effects on improving secondary pupils’ writing’.  

Hudson’s book (1992: xi) suggests that ‘until you know what is on the menu you can’t choose from it’. 

In arguing the case for increased awareness of language construction amongst teachers, he says something 

similar to the Bullock Report’s position, that it is useful for teachers to know about grammatical construction 

so that they can help pupils appropriately, Perera (1984) similar conclusion. It may be that there is a degree of 

consensus among researchers and policy-makers from the 1970s to the 1990s; specifically, that, at the very 

least, teachers of English should know about grammar so that they can advise their pupils according to their 

particular needs. Perhaps a key distinction to be made at this point, one that might have a bearing on the 

systematic review undertaken, is how much teachers need to know about grammar in order to teach writing, 

and how much pupils need to know in order to write well. 

The Role of Grammar in Improving Students’ Writing 

Grammar is the sound, structure, and meaning system of language. All languages have grammar, and 

each language has its own grammar. People who speak the same language are able to communicate because 

they intuitively know the grammar system of that language that is, the rules of making meaning. Students who 

are native speakers of English already know English grammar. They recognize the sounds of English words, the 

meanings of those words, and the different ways of putting words together to make meaningful sentences. 

However, while students may be effective speakers of English, they need guidance to become 

effective writers. They need to learn how to transfer their knowledge of grammatical concepts from oral 

language to written language. Weaver (1998) claimed that he was surprised to discover that during the Middle 

Ages, grammar was considered the foundation of all knowledge, the necessary prerequisite for understanding 

theology and philosophy as well as literature. 
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Barton (1999) claimed  that ,  we  can  teach  students  about  grammar  and  develop  their  

grammatical  understanding  through  exercises  and  drills. But how do students then transfer that 

understanding into reelecting on their own work? To  answer this  question  the  researcher  thinks  that  

sentence  combining  is  a logical  process, It  shows  students  how  to  apply  their  grammatical  knowledge  to  

their  writing  and  reading Effective grammar instruction begins with what students already know about 

grammar, and it helps them use this knowledge as they write. By connecting their knowledge of oral language 

to written language, teachers can simplify abstract grammatical terminology so that students can write and 

read with greater competence and confidence. 

Research on Grammar and Writing 

The first major study of the use of formal grammar in the teaching of writing was that by Macauley 

(1947). Macauley’s study focused on the question of at what stage formal grammar should be taught rather 

than whether it was appropriate and effective for it to be taught. He came to the conclusion, after a number of 

tests on the effectiveness of grammar teaching, that neither upper primary (i.e. 11, 12 years old) pupils nor 

junior secondary (i.e. 13, 14 years old) pupils could be depended on to recognize simple examples of nouns, 

verbs, pronouns, adjectives or adverbs after several years of having been taught them  in English lessons (the 

latter group, for six years). Only upper secondary (i.e. 15, 17 year old) pupils and those in the top boys’ and 

girls’ classes in each year were able to reach the 50% pass standard set in Macauley’s tests. Macauley 

(ibid:162) overall conclusions are that ‘scores rise with age and schooling but that, for most pupils, age and 

schooling are not in themselves enough for a mastery of even the most simple rules in English formal grammar 

and those who pass ‘our’ standard are few in number and are in the best of the upper secondary classes’. The 

implications Macauley draws out for the stages of schooling are clear: there is no point in trying to teach 

formal grammar in the primary years or even in the lower secondary years; it is a practice and field best 

reserved for brighter pupils in the last years of secondary schooling. The study does not look at the effect of 

such teaching on writing accuracy or quality, but it does point out the difficulties of the teaching (and by 

implication, the learning) of formal grammar.  

A particularly significant study undertaken in the UK was that of Harris (1962), who compared the 

effect of instruction in formal grammar and functional grammar over a period of two years on the writing of 

228 London pupils aged 12 to 14. This study has been seen as significant because of its longitudinal dimension 

and its comparison of formal grammar teaching on the one hand, and ‘functional or ‘direct’ on the other.  

Research strongly suggests that the most beneficial way of helping students improve their command 

of grammar in writing is to use students' writing as the basis for discussing grammatical concepts. Researchers 

agree that it is more effective to teach punctuation, sentence variety, and usage in the context of writing than 

to approach the topic by teaching isolated skills (Calkins, 1980; DiStefano and Killion, 1984; Harris, 1962). 

Integrating grammar instruction into the revising and editing process helps students make immediate 

applications, thus allowing them to see the relevance of grammar to their own writing. Many studies have led 

research summaries like George Hillocks (1986:138) to conclude that: 

None of the studies reviewed for the present report provides any 
support for teaching grammar as a means of improving composition 
skills. If schools insist upon teaching the identification of part of  
speech, the parsing or diagramming of sentences, or other concepts  
of traditional grammar (as many still do), they cannot defend it as a  
means of improving the quality of writing. 

Kolln (1996) pointed out that teaching grammar in the context of writing might be much more effective than 

teaching grammar as a separate subject (as evidence, she cites, for instance, a study by Harris (1962), which is 

reported at length in (Braddock, Lloyd, Jones and Schoer 1963). Later studies by Warwick B. Elley et al (1976) 

and MaQuade (1980) do not invalidate this point. On the other hand, it is by no means clear that application of 

selected aspects of grammar cannot be done just as effectively, and a lot more efficiently, without detailed, 

explicit grammar study, as illustrated by OHar’s experiment in sentence combining (1973). This is the argument 

advanced by Noguchi (1991), and Weaver (1996). 
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Though the research investigation, this issue has been meager, it is definitely promising. For example, 

Calkins (1980) found that third graders learned punctuation much better in the context of writing than by 

studying punctuation rules in isolation. 

Furthermore, an experimental study at grades four through six showed that students who were 

taught the conventions of language in the context of their writing generally made better use of writing 

mechanics, than did students who had studied these skills in isolation, DiStefano and Killion (ibid). 

Grammar Instructions  

Because writing is a complex and challenging activity for many students, teachers should focus on the 

grammatical concepts that are essential for the clear communication of meaning. 

The approach sentence combining recognizes the interaction of grammar simultaneously throughout   

the writing process. Research  on ESL/EFL writers  problem  suggests  that it is  difficult  for  ESL /EFL  writers  to  

combine  ideas  when  they  lack  grammatical  knowledge. Also grammar instruction can lead to hyper-

correction, as students overcompensate for errors and make their writing even worse. And while both 

comprehensive and selective error marking has not been found to improve writing, the possibility of 

productive error correction, if coordinated with instruction and timed with student readiness, is left open, 

Clark (2003:382). 

 

 Several different traditions provide suggestions and support for different grammar instruction 

techniques. Transformational/Generative grammar suggested by Francis Christensen (1967) that sentence-

combining could be used as a pedagogical technique to produce more correct complex sentences. Sentence-

combining defines different types of sentence kernels and modifiers, and then defines how they can be put 

together. The technique was very popular and successful in the1970s and then fell out of favour. English as a 

second language has unique issues with grammar instruction, as it cannot be assumed that a student has a 

speaking knowledge of English before learning to write. 

Research conducted since the early 1960s shows that grammar instruction that is separate from 

writing instruction does not improve students' writing competence (Braddock and others, 1963; Hillocks, 

1986). In addition, research indicates that the transfer of formal grammar instruction to writing is not 

applicable to larger elements of composition. Through detailed studies of students' writing, Shaughnessy 

(1977) concludes that the best grammar instruction is that which gives the greatest return for the least 

investment of time. Shaughnessy (1977) advocates four important grammatical concepts: the sentence, 

inflection, tense, and agreement. She recommends that teachers encourage students to examine grammatical 

errors in their own writing. She also cautions teachers not to overemphasize grammatical terminology to the 

detriment of students' ability to understand and apply the concepts. Weaver (1998) proposes a similar  

approach to teaching grammar in the context of writing. She writes, "What all students need is guidance in 

understanding and applying those aspects of grammar that are most relevant to writing."  

On the other hand, Holbrook (1983), Smith (1982), Sealey (1987) and others have shown that 

grammar instruction which relates directly to students' writing can enhance writing achievement. "We... 

need... to make a distinction between teaching writing and teaching grammar and mechanics... 

Methodology 

The teachers in the departments of English Language at the three universities (Kasala, Red Sea and 

Gadarif) reaches (25) teachers. 

The English language teachers’ questionnaire is (6) statements Likert scale, where respondents select 

(tick) their best choices. Deals with the viewpoint of teachers on aspects related to the teaching of English 

grammar. 

The options for answering the statements were presented in the form of a five ordinal scale: strongly 

disagree, disagree, not sure, strongly agree, agree. The degree (5) is given to answer (strongly agree), the 

degree (4) is given to answer (agree), the degree (3) is given to answer (no idea), the degree (2) is given a 

weight to answer (strongly disagree), the degree (1) is given to answer (disagree).  
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 The Statistical Package for Social Studies (SPSS) program has been used for the general processing of 

data. In order to achieve paper objectives the following statistical means and process were used: Frequency 

distribution of answers, Percentages and Graphs. 

Data Analysis and Discussion 

The English language teachers’ questionnaire is statements Likert scale 

The results of the questionnaire are presented in the following tables: 

Table 1 Frequency distribution of teachers' responses to Statement No (1): Teaching grammar for the sake of 

grammar rather than its application in writing 

Answer Frequency Percent (%) 

strongly disagree 1 4.0 

Disagree 1 4.0 

no idea 1 4.0 

Agree 9 36.0 

strongly agree 13 52.0 

Total 25 100.0 

Table (1) shows that (13) of the teachers strongly agree, (9) agree, while one has no idea, one disagree, and 

one strongly disagree, that teaching grammar for the sake of grammar itself rather than its application in 

writing. 

52.0%

36.0%

4.0%

4.0%

4.0%

strongly agree

agree

no idea

disagree

strongly disagree

 
Graph 1 coverts the teachers' response to Statement No. 1 into percentages 

Table 2 Frequency distribution of teachers' responses to statement No. 2: Curriculum puts too much emphasis 

on grammatical texts without due attention for students’ practice 

Answer Frequency Percent (%) 

strongly disagree 1 4.0 

Disagree 1 4.0 

no idea 2 8.0 

Agree 10 40.0 

strongly agree 11 44.0 

Total 25 100.0 
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Table 2 shows that (11) of the teachers strongly agree, and (10) agree, while only one disagree, (2) have no 

idea, one disagree, and one strongly disagree, that curriculum puts too much emphasis on grammatical texts 

without due attention for students’ practice. 

44.0%

40.0%

8.0%

4.0%

4.0%
strongly agree

agree

no idea

disagree

strongly disagree

 
Graph 2 represents the statement No.2 in percentages. 

 

Table 3  Frequency distribution of teachers' responses to statement No. 3: Teachers are not adequately aware 

of using sentence-combining principles when teaching grammar 

Answer Frequency Percent (%) 

strongly disagree 1 4.0 

Disagree 2 8.0 

no idea 1 4.0 

Agree 14 56.0 

strongly agree 7 28.0 

Total 25 100.0 

The table above shoes that (14) of the sample of teachers agree, (7) strongly agree, one has no idea, (2) 

disagree, and one strongly disagree, that teachers are not adequately aware of using sentence-combining 

principles when teaching grammar. 

28.0%
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Graph3 shows the teachers' responses to statement No.3 into percentages 

Table 4 Frequency distribution of teachers' responses to statement No. 4: Teachers use guided exercises to 

show students how to combine short sentences into larger ones. 

Answer Frequency Percent (%) 

strongly disagree 1 4.0 

Disagree 3 12.0 

no idea 5 20.0 

Agree 11 44.0 

strongly agree 5 20.0 

Total 25 100.0 

 

The table shows that (11) of the teachers agree, whereas (5) have no idea, (5) strongly agree, (3) disagree, and 

(1) strongly disagree, that teachers use guided exercises to show students how to combine short sentences 

into larger ones. 
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44.0%

20.0%
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agree
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Graph 4 shows the teachers' responses to statement No.4 

 

Table 5 Frequency distribution of teachers' responses to statement No. 5: College students do not realize that 

there is relationship between grammar and English writing  

Answer Frequency Percent (%) 

strongly disagree 1 4.0 

Disagree 2 8. .0  

no idea 8 32. .0  

Agree 10 40.0 

strongly agree 4 16.0 

Total 25 100.0 

 

The table shows that (10) of the teachers agree, whereas (8) have no idea, (4) strongly agree, (2) disagree, and 

(1) strongly disagree, that College students do not realize that there is relationship between grammar, and 

English writing. 
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Graph 5 shows the teachers responses to statement No.5 

 

Table 6 Frequency distribution of teachers' responses to statement No. 6: Students are trained on methods of 

turning clauses and sentences into connected ones. 

Answer Frequency Percent (%) 

strongly disagree 1 4.0 

Disagree 4 16. .0  

no idea 3 12.0 

Agree 11 44.0 

strongly agree 6 24 .0  

Total 25 100.0 

 

Table above shows that (11) of the teachers agree, whereas (6) strongly agree, (4) disagree (3) had no idea, 

and only one strongly disagree, Students are trained on methods of turning clauses and sentences into 

connected ones. 
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Graph 6 shows the teachers' responses to statement No. 6 
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Discussion 

From the teachers point of views, that, teaching of grammar for the sake of grammar itself rather 

than its application in writing indicating that students’ poor performance in writing as far as this problem area 

is concerned. One problematic question that remains unresolved concerns whether or not having a large score 

of knowledge of grammar are enough for fluent and successful communication in second language acquisition. 

Grammar is considered crucially important for second and foreign language learners but many questions arise 

as to whether or not grammar teaching benefits and improves students’ writing skill. Teaching grammar may 

actually hinder the development of children’s English, Macaulay (1947). Although efforts have been exerted in 

this language element, yet the standard of the EFL learners is poor due, perhaps, to lack of necessary linked 

ideas. In the teaching and learning of English as a foreign language (EFL), it is noticed that learners struggle 

hard to convey their ideas in writing.  

 For a long time, there has been a debate as to whether or not the teaching of grammar helps EFL 

learners to learn how to write well. The results have been negative, partly because some have refused to 

acknowledge research evidence that suggests the teaching of grammar (syntax, parts of speech) in a top-down 

approach is ineffective, partly because some of the research has been difficult to access, and partly because 

previous studies and reviews have not been sufficiently comprehensive. 

Many approaches suggest that grammar learning should consist largely of consciousness-raising 

activities rather than the teaching of rules. Consciousness-raising is defined as the deliberate attempt to draw 

the learner's attention specifically to the formal properties of the target language. In approach, learners are 

not seen simply as recipients of knowledge, but as researchers studying the regularity of the language. 

Teachers encourage learners' search without knowing in advance what patterns they will discover. For 

decades, however, the teaching of grammar has rarely achieved such practical goals. Relatively, few students 

learn grammar well; still, fewer make use of the grammar they have learned in improving their writing. But it is 

usually the case that the majority of EFL learners, even advanced ones, have various problems in their oral or 

written productions. This is in spite of the fact that they apparently seem to have little grammatical 

knowledge.  

The students′ errors are not only due to poor grammatical knowledge, but these problems arise partly 

from lack of knowledge about techniques used to combine their sentences. The sentence-combining method 

pioneered by Mellon, Daiker (1978), and others   as a valid and effective approach to the teaching of grammar, 

it  has seen a great deal of success in helping students learn grammar. 

Grammar is being taught but students are still not improving their writing, because the Curriculum 

puts too much emphasis on grammatical lessons without due attention for students’ practice. Roger Gower 

(1981) discusses  what  features  are  needed  in  grammar  books  for  teachers  and  learners, and  in  

particular  what  trainee  teachers want. He conduced  that  users  need  books  that  reflect the  current  

interest  in  communication, that  show grammar as a coherent  system. 

From table (2) the viewpoint of the sample of the study is that, teachers are not adequately aware of 

using sentence-combining principles when teaching grammar. Not only students need more exposure to the 

language; the teachers too need to be well exposed. They need to train their students on methods of turning 

clauses and sentences into connected ones. They need to draw their students attention to that sentence-

combining is associated with grammar. Teachers need to keep themselves abreast of current issues by reading 

books and journals related to their profession. Unless we take a more professional interest in our work, we 

may lag behind our more professional counterparts in the domain of English language teaching. 

Too often students have been taught by teachers who don’t know any better (or who don’t know how 

to deal with “awkward” sentences, fragments, and run-ons) that they should write with short sentences. As 

students progress through school their sentence length grows in direct proportion to the level of advancement 

in the school system; grammar school students write very short sentences, high school longer, college and 

professional writers the longest of them all. But how are those sentences structured? They use what are called 

subordination and co-ordination and appositive phrases, and adjective clauses to be coherent, then perhaps,  

teachers must think about different methods, as sentence-combining method need to be tried to produce 

better student achievement. 
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According to the teachers views are that, teachers do not use guided exercises to show students how 

to combine short sentences into larger ones. Barton (1999:5) claimed  that ,  we  can  teach  students  about  

grammar  and  develop  their  grammatical  understanding  through  exercises  and  drills. In sentence 

combining methods, students begin with several short sentences and learn how to combine them into longer 

more complex sentences Mellon (1969: 32). These allow writers and students to develop the complete 

thoughts in a way that makes their writing flow with a rhythm that engages the readers’ attention and keeps 

them from getting lost in clauses that seem to weave back and forth and go nowhere. Working with these 

techniques has the additional advantage of curing some of the grammar and syntax problems that English 

teachers find so vexing, problems that convinced them to counsel students to simplify their lives by chopping 

up their sentences. The second problem with the mean here is no relationship between teaching grammar, 

and writing sentence-combining. 

Research shows that sentence combining is the most effective technique to teach sentence level 

maturity, have suggested that the most effective sentence combining exercises are those that use from 

students own writing or sentences created by the teachers Joseph Lawor (1982). 

Findings 

From the above mentioned analysis and discussion and according to the teachers' answers or opinions, 

the findings are: 

- Teaching of grammar for the sake of grammar itself rather than its application in writing. 

- Teachers are not adequately aware of using sentence-combining principles when teaching 

grammar. 

- Teachers do not use guided exercises to show students how to combine short sentences into larger 

ones. 

- There is no relationship between teaching grammar, and writing sentence combining. 

- Curriculum puts too much emphasis on grammatical texts without due attention for students’ 

practice. 

- Students are not trained on methods of turning clauses and sentences into connected ones. 

Recommendations 

Referring to the findings of the teachers’ questionnaire, the researcher recommends the following:  

- Grammar should be linked to writing rather than being taught for the sake of grammar itself. 

Therefore, curriculum and teachers’ classroom exercises should aim at making students better 

aware of writing methods and principles and their application in writing. 

- Students would be more and better exposed to exercises which make benefit of for improvement 

of English writing. 

- Increased understanding of English language allows EFL teachers the freedom to use writing 

techniques to help their students become English writers. 

- As with any part of any curriculum, teachers need to acknowledge that sentence combining 

exercises are not a panacea; other methods must be developed and employed to reinforce and 

strengthen the skills that the students learn. 
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